
By VIEHA LALJANI

may WOlTY about moving off
campus just to be off-board.

CJ: We do not want to drive
students off-campus. The
houses are very important to
students and are an mtlegr.al
part of undergraduate cujltm~e

at Caltech. The IS

listening to students and is
ing to come up a proposal
that they will find reasol1lable.

Tech: Do you the
change in relationship between
administrators and students
has brought about a change
in campus culture, in the last
couple years?

CJ: We had a bad period three
or four years ago, followed by
a good period, and once again,
things are not at their best.
These things tend to cycle.
Techers have an extraordinary
sense of involvement in issues
of importance to them and re
sent encroachments on their
independence and are very
vocal. This is as bad as I've
seen but the administration
and students learn from situa
tions these. I hope this has
a positive impact. Also, new
leadership coming so soon af
ter the town hall meeting may
be very useful, something of a
fresh start.

Lisa Randall, professor of physics at Harvard University, will
speak at a Skeptics Society Lectnre at 2 p.m. on on February
in Baxter Lectnre Hall. Her talk is entitled "Warped Passages: Un
veiling the Mysteries of the Universe's Hidden Dimensions." !Jr.
Randall, a theoretical physicist, works on string theory, particle
physics, and cosmology. Donation is $8 for nonmembers, $5 for
members and non-Caltech students. Free to the Caltech/JPL com
munity. A book signing will follow the lecture

producing a film review, from
brainstorming and drafting, to
revising and editing. Partici
pants will read several reviews
in advance and will trace the
evolution of one particular
review of the recent film Syri
ana. This lecture is open only
to Caltech students, and an
RSVP sent to words@caltech.
edu is required to receive
the readings and to reserve a
place.

Turan's campus lectures
will conclude at 7:30 p.m. on
Thursday in the Baxter 125
with a discussion of the film
32 Short Films About Glenn
Gould. The discussion will in
clude Caltech history profes
sor Robert Rosenstone, who
specializes in the ciner\la. This
event is open to the ~ampus
community. (Note: n\le film
will be screened at '~ p.m.
Tuesday, February 14, in Bax
ter 125.

hour event, which begins at
5 p.m. Participants will view
a brief film and then discuss
with Turan various strategies
for reviewing it. For more in
formation, send an e-mail to
words@caltech.edu.

At noon on Thursday, Thran
will discuss the process of

Kenneth Turan, a film critic
for the Los Angeles Times and
National Public Radio, will be
on campus February 15-16 as
the visiting writer for Caltech's
Words Matter program. The
2006 program begins with a
noon lecture at the Avery li
brary, "Never Coming to a
Theater Near You," in which
Turan will discuss art-house,
independent, and foreign-lan
guage productions that are
rarely shown at the local shop
ping mall, but are nevertheless
worthy of our attention. Turan
will also discuss related issues,
such as mass marketing, popu
lar taste, and the economics of
the film industry. The event is
open to the campus communi
ty, and lunch will be provided
for the first 40 attendees.

Turan's second lecture on
Wednesday, "A Lesson in
Film Reviewing," is open
only to Caltech students. An
RSVP is required for this two-

By CALTECH PR

Tech: What is the MOSH? Tech: The MOSH organizes communication; a lot of yond the student leaders.
Cathy Jurca: There was a outings and events, as do the cult decisions had to be Tech: What steps are being

committee that met in 2002, Caltech Y and Tom Mannion. very quickly. But there were taken or can be taken to im-
about four months before I How is the MOSH differ- discussions between the ad- prove the situation?
was appointed MOSH, to see ent from them? ministration and student lead- CJ: Well, it would be great
if the should be rede- CJ: Tom and I coordinate ers regarding them. The budget if the student newspaper could
fined. At that time several events, such as the crisis is pretty overwhelming. be better used as a vehicle of
hosted events for undergradu- Manners 101 and I The seven-day meal plan was communication. We can hold
ates and faculty and also sometimes interact with the not a good way to resolve the open houses once a term, rath
provided social and cultural Y, too. My events are differ- problem, and I'm very glad it er than every week, to discuss
opportunities undergradu- ent that they are primar- is being rethought based on any issues that are ofparticular
ates, such as trips to the opera, ily concerned with promoting the results of the town importance to students. These
which my predecessor, Steve student-faculty interaction meeting. open houses would not only be
Frautschi, had initiated. Stu- outside the classroom. The Tech: Do you think the to inform the students but also
dents wanted to preserve that centerpiece of these events is change in this relationship is to get student feedback on is
function. It was also agreed the "option" teas that I host due to students or administra- sues. We have discussed hav
that the MOSH should be an each year so that freshmen and tion? ing a website where students
advocate for stij.dent well- some upper-class students can CJ: I think it is both ways. could post questions and we
being. The MOSH may not have a chance to meet and talk One of the things budget cuts can answer them, but that may
necessarily advocate exactly with faculty in their option. have led to is a reduction in be difficult with the reductions
what students want, because Tech: What do you think staff. Now, everyone has to in staff. Also, all the adminis
I sometimes have a different is/are the main cause(s) for work a lot harder because trators here are quite acces
perspective, but it is my job to the changing relationship be- work is still there and it has to sible. They are willing to talk
look out for their wellbeing. tween students and the admin- be done. There is an additional to students one-on-one. So, if
To this end, the MOSH serves istration? burden. Also, students are very students hear rumors that wor
as a liaison between students CJ: As long as I've been busy here. They were often ry them they should try to call
and administration/faculty. I here there have been issues unable to show up to Student or meet with any of us to dis
serve on several committees, that have sometimes drawn Affairs open houses, which cuss the situation.. could
which deal issues attention and complaint from were designed precisely as a also have additional town hall
tant to students; for example, students. This is obviously means for helping to pn)mote meetings without waiting for
I am now serving on the Task one of those times. I think the communication between a crisis to hit. If some major
Force that is dealing with the budget cuts have a lot to do ministration and students decisions have to be made, we
7-day board. with the recent problems with can have a town hall meeting
--.:...------------------------------, to get feedback.

Tech: The seven-day meal
plan may strain the already
stressed Techers because they
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the day of the voting.
Statistics also show that the

election for the CRC Student
Chair ended in a photo finish
when RJ Krom won by a single
vote. The elections for IHC Chair,
UDaL, FDaL, Social Director
and Stewardship Committee Co
Chair also stood out in that a sig
nificant percentage of the voters
voted NO or exercised the power
of to write in a candidate. The
student body is looking for more
in their representatives than they
found in the candidates or candi
date in the case of Stewardship
Co-Chair. However, overall, the
student body seems to be satisfied
with the result and hopefully the
new BoD members will uphold
the trust that has been placed in
them. Hopefully they will work
together and benefit their fellow
students with their decisions.

Thank you for your time,
Julia Ma (Chair, Elections
Committee)
William Coulter (Member,
Elections and Executive Com
mittees)

officer? Should this be at the
discretion of the Elections
Chair? Or should it be at the
discretion of the Executive
Committee?

We encourage the Board
of Directors to weigh these
questions and work with
concerned students to make
any necessary changes via
a bylaw amendment. If you
have any questions, contact
the Elections Committee at
elections@donut. The BoD
meets on the Olive Walk ev
ery Weds and welcomes any
student to discuss these is
sues. Todd can be reached
at pres@donut and Jean at
vp@donut.

The ASCIT elections were the
biggest event last week for the
undergraduates at Caltech. By
the time the nomination sign-ups
came down a lot of candidates
had signed up, especially for the
position of FDaL. It is good to
see such an enthusiastic freshman
class. Frosh candidates ran for
several other positions, like Trea
surer, ARC Chair and Secretary,
as well. Such enthusiastic young
candidates should have a posi
tive impact on the BoD, in future
years.

It was interesting to see why
students voted for a certain candi
date over another. Upon speaking
with students, I found that several
students voted for their fellow
house members. They reasoned
that they knew the members of
their house better than other can
didates and therefore trusted them
with the position. Several voters
read and considered the candidate
statements before casting their
votes. However, many of them
could not do the same, because
the statements were printed on the
same day as elections giving vot
ers very little time to go over the
statements before making their
choice.

Statistics show that less than
half the undergraduate population
voted. This is a shameful situa
tion. Hopefully the voter turn
out will be higher in the coming
years. This could be enhanced by
publishing the candidate state
ments in the Tech a week before
the elections, so that more voters
are able to go through them. Also,
it will help if the voters are able to
meet the candidates for other po
sitions in a lunch debate, as was
done in the presidential elections.
Moreover, voting time should
be increased from just one day.
There were several who did want
to vote but did not have time on

By VIBHA LALJANI

lethora of
Candidates, Dearth
ofVoters Lea to

nprotested lectio

tors, reachable at bod@donut.
caltech.edu, to modify the by
laws. It has been suggested
that the bylaws might require
that a candidate win by a mar
gin that is greater than half the
error, for example 1-2% of the
non-abstaining votes in that
race plus half the error. This
way, in an election with 500
voters, the winner will have to
have at least 5-10 more votes
than his opponent, regardless
of the error.

There are still more ques
tions that need to be addressed
in changing this mechanism:
Does the margin apply to
each round of eliminations,
or only the final one? What if
a runoff vote between identi
cal candidates finds itself with
both candidates tied again
because the margin is big
ger than the indifference on
campus? Should the margin
be ignored in that case in the
interest of having an elected

By JULIAMA

a candidate win
one vote bothers

you, we that you work
the new Board of Direc-

of the campus. In this particu
lar election, there were no pro
tests or complaints brought to
the Executive Committee.

The CRC Student Chair race
followed the bylaws, and, be
cause of this, I will not recall
it my capacity as Elections
Chair. In fact, recalling the
election because I personally
might disagree with the vot
ing procedure definition in the
bylaws would violate the by
laws, and then we would have
a problem on our hands. The
election redo of last year is a
prime example of the impor
tance of following the letter
of the bylaws. In that case, a
protest that involved the elec
tions' being held on the wrong
day forced a re-vote. You
can read more about this rul
ing and others at http://donut.
caltech.edu/about/documents/
rulings.php.

As Elections Chair, I do al
low myself some flexibility
when appropriate, as in de
ciding what to do with bal
lots that are not correctly cast
according to Article VIII,
Section 5. When it is pos
sible to discern the intention
of the voter, these ballots are
corrected and included in the
tabulation. For example, if a
ballot has abstentions ranking
higher than actual candidates,
we assume that these absten
tions were in error and move
the following candidates up
one to replace them. In so
doing, the Elections Commit
tee tries to use as many bal
lots as possible to reflect the
students' intentions. Even
though the instructions on the
ballots say that incorrect bal
lots will be thrown out, I'd
prefer not to disenfranchise
any part of the voting popula
tion. The decision to count a
specific set of incorrectly cast
ballots a specific way is al
ways made before running the
script. That way, if there is a
difference in the two methods,
we would not be able to pick
the candidate after the fact.
In most races, the outcomes
were invariant with respect
to the options with which the
script was run.

This race was no exception.
Also, given the closeness of
the results, we read all the
write-in ballots to make sure
no one wrote in one of the
candidates instead of using
the pull-down menu. In these
respects, we do not know
what higher standard of dili
gence could be expected from
the Elections Committee.

This election was, to the
best of our knowledge and
abilities, tabulated according
to the letter and intention of
the current bylaws. While the
winning margin for the CRC
Student Chair race is small, it
is only small in the last round.
While yes, that's the round
that RJ was leading
the previous rounds by about
20 votes.

First of all, congratula
tions to all the winners of last
week's elections!

The race for CRC Student
Chair has raised some con
cerns and prompted a debate.
If you look at the numbers,
you will see that RJ Krom
won by one vote against Dan
Knoepfle. In order to under
stand how this is possible, let
us explain the ASCIT voting
system.

ASCIT uses a transferable
voting system, in which all
voters rank their preferences
for the candidates. During
the tabulation, the first place
votes are counted. If none of
the candidates have a majority
of the votes, then the second
place preferences for candi
date with the least number of
votes are distributed among
the other candidates. This
process is explained in detail
in the ASCIT bylaws, Article
VIII (see http://donut.caltech.
edu/about/documents/bylaws.
php).

According to the bylaws, a
candidate must win by more
than half the error in order to
be declared a winner; other
wise the election is declared
as a tie. The error is the sum
of the absolute differences
between the number of votes
cast and the sum of the num
ber of voters who voted on
Donut in that election and
signatures at the polling sta
tion. Since most of the voting
is now done electronically,
so that each election has had
very few paper ballots, the er
ror can be zero. Thus, with
an error of zero, someone can
win a particular race by only
one vote.

The definition of a "tie" can
be different for each election,
because it depends on the
people who vote with paper
ballots and whether or not
they've signed their names. In
an election where there were
20 extra ballots with no signa
tures, the definition of a "tie"
will be stricter: a candidate
must win by 11 votes to be a
winner, whereas, in this elec
tion, there were no discrepan
cies in the number of ballots
and number of signatures, so a
win by one vote is valid.

Protests and the protest pe
riod are not designed by the
bylaws to take into account
closeness of results, but to
address irregularities. Ev
ery valid complaint should
be brought to the Executive
Committee, which makes a
holistic decision based on the
bylaws, extenuating circum
stances that might have kept
ASCIT members from voting,
and knowledge of any pre
liminary election results. The
Elections Committee does not
publish results until the end
of the protest period in order
to discourage protests moti
vated by gaming, changing,
or manipulating the proposed
outcome of the election. The
Executive Committee has fi
nal say over fairness of an
el{~ctjlon and strives to a

By JULIAMA

CRC Student Chair:
RJKrom: 114
Dan Knoepfle: 113
Matthew Ornelas-Kuh: (82)
Writein: (8)
NO: (53)
Total voters: 338

ASCIT secretary:
Vickie Pon: 207
Bennett Coulson: 55
Liz Howe: 35
Writein: 5
NO: 72
Total voters: 374

ASCIT Social Director:
Chris Gonzales: 254
Writein: 9
NO: 74
Total voters: 337

ASCIT Treasurer:
Jon Senn: 161
Michael Forte: 114
Ekta Bhojwani: (75)
Writein: (6)
NO: (58)
Total voters: 370

Tech Editors:
Chen, Malmaud, Senn:190
Cevallos, Falk, Tikoo: 173
Andrew Krause: (8)
Writein: (4)
NO: (30)
Total voters: 397

ASCITFDaL:
Chris Watson: 123
Angela Zah: 93
Deepak Mishra: (61)
Ellen Hsu: (45)
Max Grazier G'Sell: (23)
Writein: (1)
NO: (87)
Total voters: 369

Stewardship Committee CoChair:
Eddie Truong-Cao: 208
Writein: 6
NO: 111
Total voters: 325

2007 Senior Class Co-Presidents:
Garcia-Munoz, Ko: 32
Writein: 13
NO: 1
Total voters: 46

BoC Secretary:
George Hines: 192
Meghan Crowley: 142
Writein: 4
NO: 45
Total voters: 383

ASCITUDaL:
Nathan Donnellan: 157
Mason Lai: 108
Writein: (5)
NO: (73)
Total voters: 336

ASCIT ARC chair:
Csilla Felsen: 154
Daniel McLaury: 134
Marie Giron: (38)
Writein: (6)
NO: (61)
Total voters: 364

IRC Chair:
Craig Montuori: 171
Ryan Bogner: 146
Writein: (5)
NO: (86)
Total voters: 383

Here are the numbers. Let me
clarify them a bit. The numbers
in parentheses are the number of
votes that candidate received in
the first round of counting. The
numbers not in parentheses are the
final numbers that determined the
winner, after successive rounds of
vote distribution.

The total number of votes do
not necessarily add up to the total
number of voters because of the
single transferable voting system.
Questions about the election pro
cess can be found in the ASCIT
bylaws, or they can be

directed to the Elections Com
mittee (elections@donut.caltech.
edu).
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1. Find a place without distrac
tions
2. Choose a comfortable posi
tion
3. Close your eyes
4. Become aware of your
breathing patterns
5. Feel your lungs fill with air
6. Don't force it-allow it to
happen
7. Take deep breaths with your
abdomen
8. Hold the breath
9. Return to a natural breathing
pattern-enjoy the feeling of
relaxation
*Repeat the process for 10-20
minutes each day

Progressive Muscle Relaxation

1. Remove shoes, glasses and
other restraining items
2. Close your eyes & focus at
tention on the muscles of your
right hand
3. Make a fist for 5-7 seconds &
feel the muscles tighten
4. Relax--notice the difference
between tension and relaxation
5. Continue flexing & rel,lxlllg
all the muscle groups in your
body (including the face)
6. Scan your body for tense ar
eas & repeat as necessary
7. Count down four. .. three ...
two ... one... your eyes

tic interest is likely to improve
the interaction, because it will
make you feel and come across
as calmer, more centered, and
spontaneous.

In face-to-face conversation,
what we express in the language
ofour body is as important as the
words we use. Through body
language we communicate our
mood, feelings, and attitudes
and show to others our level of
interest in them as people and
in what they have to say to us.
Our body language, including
posture, eye-contact, and smile,
is another way to connect with
the other person, both as we
are speaking and as we are qui
etly listening. Positive or open
body language involves having
a relaxed yet upright posture
with arms unfolded rather than
folded and leaning forward
slightly as the other person is
talking. Similarly, engaging
in eye contact conveys that we
are present and interested in our
conversational partner. People
vary in their comfort level with
different intensities of eye con
tact. Intermittent eye contact,
during which there are periods
of looking in the eyes, periods
of looking at the other facial
features, especially the lips, and
brief periods of looking away,
is quite appropriate and likely
to feel natural. Finally, smiling
as we look at other people is
one of the most effective ways
to convey liking of people and
to project a warm and pleasant
attitude.
Relax your Mind and Body

By HELENA KOPECKY

The time between when
people first begin thinking of
approaching someone they are
attracted to and when they actu
any take that step is often filled
with questions, self-doubt,
fears about being rejected, and
other concerns. Rather than ru
minating about insecurities and
anxieties, this time can be used
to build skills and self-confi
dence. In this article, I will
discuss skills related to build
ing confidence and a positive
state of mind, including being
mindful of mood states, anxiety
reduction, and nonverbal com
munication. A subsequent ar
ticle will address skills related
to engaging in a conversation,
namely introductions, using
ice-breakers, keeping the con
versation going, and conclud
ing with suggesting a date.

When people are in a good
mood, their outlook on life and
themselves is colored by posi
tive emotions and thoughts.
Good moods help us smile more
readily, talk more spontaneous
ly, and feel more self-confident.
It is these very characteristics
that we want to project when
approaching someone we like.
Because mood has a range of
shades, and how we ourselves
feel may not always be evident,
it may take some learning and
practice to readily discern our
own moods. Becoming mind
ful of our moods requires no
more than taking a few minutes
several times a day to check in
with ourselves and be present
to our thoughts and emotions.
Ideally, it will be when we are
in a good mood, rather than in
a neutral or bad mood, that we
will take the step toward ap
proaching the person we like.

If we were to rank situations
that induce a high degree of
anxiety, approaching a person
in whom one is romantically
interested would rank fairly
high. Although anxiety can
be useful when experienced in
moderate degrees, excessive
anxiety undermines our inter
personal skills in a number of
ways. very high levels
of anxiety hinder our ability to
focus on the other person and
what he or she is saying. We
may then unwittingly give the
impression that we are not in
terested in the other person.
Second, our own thought pro
cesses tend to be less clear and
less organized under significant
anxiety, giving us less control
over what we want to say and
how we say it.

The practice of relaxation
exercises has much to offer
for reducing anxiety. Whether
one uses breathing exercises,
progressive muscle relaxation,
mindfulness exercises, or medi
tation, the effect on the body and
the mind tends to be similarly
calming. Finding a relaxation
exercise that is a good fit and
engaging in the exercise before
approaching a potential roman-

,..
)

Grade:A+

PS: I almost forgot! I have
been discussing ideas about
how to choose the music that
gets reviewed every week.
Some people say that if I get
paid by the Tech, then maybe
I should choose music that
fits everyone's tastes. I tend
to think that I'm catering to
the readers for a pleasant and
fun article, whether or not I
review the "right" album.
I choose the albums based
on my own musical taste,
which I think is pretty close
to the average college radio
station's playlist, but I am
open to suggestions as well.
If you want to hear what I
think about a particular al
bum- that is, make me buy
it and listen to it before you
shell out the cash- drop me
an email cinko@caltech.
edu. Otherwise, STUFF
IT-I'M THE BOSS. I DE
CIDE WHAT GOES ON
AROUND HERE!

Next week: With Love and
Squalor- We Are Scientists

reminiscient of the Polyphonic
Spree in some ways. In compari
son to Michigan, you can tell it's
a more expensive album- it just
has the polish of a nicely made
studio recording that the other al
bum doesn't quite make. but my
favorite are the ones that tell sad
stories about dying young ("10.
Casimir Pulaski Day"). The music
is crafted so that every track has
layers of meaning, utilizing the
melody and the words as separate
media to show emotion. Without
listening to the lyrics, "Chicago"
sounds an upbeat song, but after
a second or third spin, it's really
about going with a friend on a trip

that started out fun and ended
up causing distance between
them. With all this going
for him, it's unfortunate that
Stevens has been overlooked
by the Grammy Nominations
this year. Too bad! I like his
music about 70 billion times
more than some of the nomi
nated artists, and I think he
deserves it for his work. Oh
well, Grammys are over
rated, they always go to the
cheerleaders and jocks of the
music industry anyway.

e Illin
s

ByCINDYKO

eel t
teve

Stevens' chooses to use non-tradi
tional instruments to complement
his music, including Wurlitzer,
banjo, accordion, glockenspiel,
vibraphone, sleigh bells, etc. to
accompany his piano, acoustic
guitar, drum and electric organs.
So many instruments! (And I
can't believe that spell check
didn't make that crazy red line
underneath some of them.) Not
only that, but each song has a few
accents added like a hand-clap
here or there and lots of female
backup singers. The sound itself
is very rich, permeated with a sort
of quasi-religious/gospel mood,

anu

California IOCEltlO!lS
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you receive excellent preparaticm rf~colgni:zed
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To schedule a personal appointment
or attend an Information meeting:
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graduatecenter@apu.edu
CaU to save your spot at the
next information meeting.

This Sufjan guy doesn't know
how to disappoint. Illinoise is a
very good album with extensive
musical and lyrical merit. Each
track is chock full of imagery of
the comings and goings on of the
Prairie State. The songs are rather
on the long side, some as long as
6 or 7 minutes. Two of them are
divided into two parts. In the title
track, Part I tells us of the 1893
World's Fair, which was made in
celebration of the 400th anniver
sary of the Columbus New World
Discovery, while part II is Ste
vens' retelling of a dream where
poet Carl Sandburg visits him.

-
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previous of The
we drew attention to the ex
istence of an ASCIT Board
of Directors (BoD) vote with
Lloyd-versus-non-Lloyd re
sults. While our statements in
this regard were factually cor
rect, we insinuated the exis
tence of similar voting results.
We now know that not only
were there no similar votes, but
even in the example we allud
ed to, the BoD denied funding
only due to a miscommunica
tion the night before the event.
The BoD later overturned its
decision and provided funding.
We apologize for our severely
deficient investigation.

Furthermore, it was drawn
to our attention that not 4, but
6 of the 9 elected BoD mem
bers of 2005 were technically
full members of Lloyd.

HeylThese are
just regUlar mints!

\ They're working already.
\

We have, however, criticized
various administrative actions
enough that you should under
stand our grievances
at present, so we plan to write
at least one upcoming issue of
this column in a more posi
tive vein. We will focus on
commending various admin
istrators and faculty for mak
ing Caltech a better place, for
preserving our unique commu
nity, and most of all for not be
ing Bitches. Please email us at
senn@calech.edu reasons that
you feel we should acclaim
any administrators, professors,
or other members of the com
munity. Of course, feel free
to email any other comments,
suggestions, or hate mail as
well.

[Errata from Issue #5] In the

......

Authors' note: We intended
to run issues #7, #8, and #9
during the previous two edi
tions of the Tech, but ,due to
space limitations, only is
sue #6 was printed. We also
intended to publish the fol
lowing errata two issues ago.
Issue #7 was primarily a call
for more nominations for last
weeks' elections, and as such
will not be printed. Like all of
our articles, issue #7 is avail
able on the Bitches is Hoes
website: www.its.caltech.edu/
~sennIBIH

Some of our readers have
criticized the fact that articles
in the Tech, and in particular
those in Bitches is Hoes, fo
cus almost exclusively on the
negative aspects of Caltech.
Since this is a rant column,
most of our issues will con
tinue to have a negative focus.

"a huge mistake." "It's obvi
ously a poor representation of
what this country is about and
what our family values are
about," Dick's wife said. Fri-
day, leaders of the House are L -:--:-_
scheduled to meet with the Secret Service, Marine 1 _ I story are completely fiction
Commissioner of the FCC to think Congress should defi- al. Any resemblance to actual
discuss the incident. Cheney's nitely be held accountable for people, living or deceased, is
wife said some continual ac- that; bring out the Whip." a little sad.
tion should be taken, adding Go to the Bitches is Hoes
that she wants to do what she Disclaimer: website: www,its.caltech.
can to make their orientation The characters and situa- edu/~senn/BIH
Right. Gregriel said, "two tions depicted in the above
Joint Session Committees,

1

es, Issue

Hey, I bought these mints
from Caltech off eBay. They're
supposed to make me
smarter.

ByJONSENN

women to the Mount-a-Bush
Spy Chamber, and they be
gan the lO-minute descent to
their respective rooms. The
Bushes were not equipped
with flashlights, clothes or
other important supplies,
Gregriel said. They did, how
ever, have "distinctive head
gear: piercings with antennas
and horns, that kind of stuff,"
he said. "Going into the Oval
Office in the middle of the
night without any protection
and no lighting is pretty stu
pid," Gregriel said. "We've
had predators. If they took a
wrong tum or fell down on

knees it's hundreds of
minutes down." The night

navigation of the Mount
a Bush Pay-Per-View Hall
ways is "main event" of

slumber week, said
Cheney's

White House athletes are
known for endurance.
Most of group walked
down the halls, though a few
Congressmen ran. About a
quarter-before the hour, Bush
Sr. and Jr. both entered the
Office, where a landslide in
late 1988 laid the path. The
Secret Service was called at
about 3 a.m., and a Joint Ses
sion Caucus of mostly volun
teer Congressmen pried the
pair apart. Marine 1 was sent
for the two when Bush Jr. suf
fered a minor sprained ego,
said Gregriel, who estimated
the total cost of the opera
tion at about $3,000,000,000.
Cheney's wife said the people
who run down the halls every
year did not check for over
lapping routes, which was

es ~S H

At that othe
ute of Technology..

ite

WASHINGTON - A rau
cous slumber party turned in
cestuous early Tuesday when
two Bush family members
- dressed in Superman capes,
tutus and other outlandish
outfits - were rescued after
getting caught in the Oval Of
fice. A representative for the
father-son duo - internation
ally known for their genius
level IQs said the father
not realize it was his son who
had been covered by
slide.

"You've got to
common sense is not

factored into the conserva-
quotient," said Deputy

Gabe Gregriel, who leads the
House Reorientation Therapy
Committee.

The annual "Mount a Bush
Night," when the Bush m~n

are reinitiated into the WhIte
House, one of the dorms of
the Capitol, had started off as
planned, said Dick Cheney's
wife, a White House sopho
more who was called early
Tuesday morning to aid res
cuers. Monday night the
group had a large dinner 
about 100 people inhabit the
White House - before dress
ing the Bushes in costumes
and parading them through
out Washington. Then, Con
gressmen drove the men and

Reprinted from the Pasa
dena Scar News: http://www.
pasadenastarnews.com/news/
d_3463274 2.4 Bushes res
cued as bedroom stunt goes
haywire

By Marshall Alien Staff
Writer
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Issue #1
deep-seeded shortcoming in ad
ministrative-student relations.

In his 1974 Commencement
address, Richard Feynman urged
the graduating class to communi
cate science not only with integ
rity, but a higher form of verac
ity as well: ''I'm talking about a
specific, extra type of integrity
that is not lying, but bending over
backwards to show how you're
maybe wrong, that you ought to
have when acting as a scientist.
And this is our responsibility as
scientists, certainly to other scien
tists, and I think to laymen." As
a scientific community, I believe
all of Caltech should strive to op
erate with such integrity, not only
with respect to science. An ideal
administration would not simply
tell the students that the pending
budget cuts are a last resort, they
would bend over backwards to
show students why other potential
solutions fail, they would discuss
these ideas with students, and in
the process we could together
reach an improved distribution of
cuts.

With the Town Hall meeting
and the ensuing task force con
cerning 7-day board, the admin
istration has begun to rebuild the
bridge towards the undergradu
ate body, and I hope that over
the coming years continuing and
Widespread student involvement
is prevalent in all major campus
decisions, with fruitful results.

Dean Currie plans to schedule
weekly meetings to detail the
specific dollar amounts of various
proposed cuts, and to make the
details of our budget crisis more
transparent to the student body.
If you are interested in attend
ing, please email Craig Montuori
montuori@caltech.edu the times
when you're available.

Visit the Bitches is Hoes web
site: www.its.caltech.edu/-senn/
BIH/

I find such administrative disre
gard for the concerns of students
far more offensive than a mural
could ever be.

If I had to choose a single is
sue which epitomizes the Caltech
administration's disregard for
undergraduates, it would be our
recent parking fiasco. In order
to pay for the new parking struc
ture under the North Field, the
new VP of Business and Finance,
Dean Currie, instituted a large in
crease in fees for campus parking.
Again, this change in itself is not
the reason for students' concern.
It was the implementation without
student input. The policy was ad
opted over the summer, while stu
dents weren't here to voice their
concerns. While the prices were
close to fair, existing students had
planned their finances around the
previously lower fees. A better
implementation would probably
allow students with existing per
mits to not pay additional fees for
some duration. Even worse than
the surprise price increases, the
existing parking was divided into
zones. The areas closest to the stu
dent houses were now zoned for
other members of the community
and for visitors. There weren't
even enough student spots for all
the students to park in the vicin
ity of the houses; some would be
required to park in the new struc
ture as well.

In his defense, Dean Currie
was new and didn't understand
the environment of Caltech, or
the standing of the undergradu
ates with respect to the rest of the
community. He now has a clearer
understanding and has rectified
the parking situation to a great
extent. More importantly, he rec
ognizes the mistake in his general
approach to Caltech's problems.
But Mr. Currie's ignorance can
only excuse the parking debacle
so much. The fact that other ad
ministrators allowed Dean Currie
to misguidedly execute his park
ing solution for so long reveals a

c S
and dinners?

$21800 Burger, Fries, and Drink
EVERYDAY

for all Caltech students, staff, and faculty

Bur er Continental
535 S. Lake Ave.

Pasadena
(626) 792-6634

Alwa s 20% offfor all Caltech students, staff, facul

By JON SENN
last resort, and our administrators
are honorable people. Next year,
students will be charged more yet
receive fewer student services,
but administration says this is a
last resort, and our administrators
are honorable people.

The results of the above issues,
while significantproblems, are not
cause for panic. They pose little
long-term threat to the essence of
Caltech, no matter how restrictive
they may be. What truly both
ers us is that administration told
us that these were last resorts,
but failed to provide satisfactory
reasons why. Oftentimes, we can
conceive of better solutions at
only a moment's thought. We
need to understand why adminis
trators chose what we believe to
be inferior alternatives, and we
need to have continual input into
major decisions.

When housing decided that var
ious student murals must be re
moved in order to avoid a lawsuit,
they failed entirely to even men
tion that they were sending paint
ers one morning, let alone consult
the affected students. Reacting to
major student outrage, housing
later established a new policy at
least allowing houses themselves
to repaint over offensive material.
Such a reaction from the students
should have been easily forecast
ed by housing. Student consulta
tion prior to the incident clearly
would have diminished student
resistance and probably yielded a
more efficient solution.

At an institution like Caltech,

by
Joseph M. Brown

Read

missions website: "Every school,
Caltech included, wants to make
the case that there's no other
place quite like it on earth...
What really matters, however, is
not that a school is unique, but
why." Before I visited Caltech,
I intended to matriculate at MIT.
MIT had a superior reputation
among laypeople, a better ratio,
was in a true college town, and as
a medium sized school offered a
more traditional college experi
ence. But after my first visit to
Caltech, my mind was made up.
Caltech is a phenomenal institu
tion, a true community, governed
by a simple and elegant Honor
Code. Undergraduates at Caltech
have been afforded freedoms
that sound ludicrous to students
at other schools: we have keys
to buildings around campus; our
exams are virtually all take-home,
and we're treated as full individu
als by administrators, rather than
bureaucratically brushed through
a four-year revolving door.

But since I've arrived here, I've
felt some small degree of disap
pointment as the Caltech I was
so excited to join has slowly but
surely eroded. At first, my im
pressions of isolated incidents
were optimistic. The Ricketts
Firepot was removed in spite of
student protests, but administra
tion said it was a last resort, and
our administrators are honorable
people. Painting over student
murals is a horrendous breach of
the spirit that Caltech embodies,
but administration said it was a

CampusBookMart.com
Order from Your Local Bookstore

Also available at most US. College libraries
Published by Research

Starkville,MS 39759 Ph (662) 323-2844

ISBN 0971294461
$29.95

©2005 Basic Research Press

Visit the Bitches is Hoes web
site:

www.its.caltech.edu/-senn/
BIH

Discover the mechanism of gravity
•The proton and electron are formed simultaneously and (at long range) their

electrostatic fields balance each other except for the tiny separation of their fields
caused by the ether particle size (the Planck length 10-35m).

•The separation of the electrostatic fields of the proton - electron pairs in effect
causes the two fields to oscillate about each other at a half amplitude equal the ether

particle radius.
•The oscillation of the opposite

IH""'''''''O ;)\.jUc:lIIC force) field similar to

Over the past couple months, a
lot of non-students have read my
columns and articles about the
Town Hall meeting and asked me,
"about what are the students so
upset?" Even many members of
the faculty I have met with lately
are not fully aware of our general
complaints.

I typically begin my explana
tions by naming a few key prob
lems, but they fail to get to the
heart of the problem. I invariably
conclude by attempting to ex
plain the general source of ten
sion regarding all these issues:
essentially, undergraduates are in
creasingly disconnected from the
administrative decision making
process. Among our goals in writ
ing this column are combating
and exposing specific instances of
this general complaint. We hope
that when high-level administra
tors knowingly let down the stu
dent body, they will pick up the
paper in fear of retaliatory editori
als' and we hope that in the future
they will think hard about· how
they can involve students in the
decision making process. In this
issue, I will do my best to explain
the nature of this long-standing
grievance and hopefully touch
upon the beginnings of fruitful
strategies towards rectifying our
situation.

As stated on the Caltech Ad-
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And so, with some common
sense, a dash of creativity, and
a little willingness to com
promise, there's no need for
a Revolution. It won't be like
it was Yesterday; Ain't That
a Shame, but Whatever Gets
You Through the Night. Just
remember, Every Little Thing
Gonna Be All Right. Oh crap
that last one was Bob Marley.

The Marge Simpson Board
Plan

All CDS employees grow a
tower of long blue hair. I'm
not sure how this would help,
but it would at least amuse
me.

The Jesus Board Plan
Even simpler: Every night

you give each headwaiter three
loaves of bread and a basket of
fish. Then, hope for the best.

The Gandhi Board Plan
Under this board

students
all.

The Marie Antoinette Board
Plan
The Seven Dwarves Board
Plan

The Seven Dwarves Board
Plan is very simple. Each day,
CDS hunts down seven short
people on the streets of Pasa
dena. The dwarves are then
slaughtered and served for din
ner, one to each house. Avery
can have Snow White, even if
she isn't Asian. Now you may
think it's a little inhumane, but
it's not much worse than what
we're getting already.

The Miss Muffet Board Plan
Little Miss Muffet
Sat on a tuffet
Eating of curds and whey.
Along came a board plan
And stole all her money
And she killed herself.

that first. We all know the
best board plan at Caltech is
the Richard Feynman board
plan. The clear solution: we'll
just invent more board plans
named after famous people.
The John Lennon Board Plan

It would be Eight Days a
Week. We'd eat in Strawberry
Fields Forever and dine on
Glass Onion. Andre Mallie,
you Beautiful Boy, let's Come
Together and Give Peace a
Chance. Even if Everybody's
Got Something to Hide Ex
cept For Me and My Monkey,
I know we can make it work
With a Little Help From My
Friends. You could say I'm
a Fool on the Hill and a N0

where Man, sitting above Pen
ny Lane staring up at Lucy In
the Sky With Diamonds, but
really I'm as down to earth as
a Yellow Submarine. So Help!
We can move dinner to the Ol
ive Walk. Why Don't We Do It
in the Road?

By MARK EICHENLAUB

We all know that Caltech
is in the midst of a budget
crisis. This unfortunate cir
cumstance has led to one even
more depressing: our repeated
and shameless whoring our
selves out to the hit TV show
Numb3rs. Numb3rs is the
tough and gritty story of a
disturbed young mathemati
cal genius (Matt Damon) and
his best friend from childhood
(Ben Affleck) coming of age
and finding their way through
the mean streets of San Ma
rino, guided in their quest by
a wise old professor (William
Shatner) and a man of mysteri
ous origin (David Hasselhoff),
who is a trash collector by
day and a spandex-that-grabs
your-crotch-really-tightly
wearing crime fighter by night.
Frequent guest appearances
by Jane Seymour as a female
medical doctor who is com
pletely psychotic and by Ju
lie Andrews as a reformed hit
woman who now spends her
days standing on street comers
waving big plastic arrows that
point to housing developments
or antique spittoon auctions.
But despite its all-star cast, the
show sucks; it doesn't even
have Neil Patrick Harris in it.

But how do I know Caltech is
getting screwed by Numb3rs?
Recently I was an extra for
Numb3rs. If you watched last
week, you will remember the
scene with the men running
around the track. If you look
behind the main actor for the
extra who is dashingly hand
some, that would be Stuart
Ward. But, if you look behind
him for the guy who is rug
gedly good-looking and well
muscled, that would be Jer
emy Leibs. But, if you saw
the skinny, unkempt guy who
looks like he's been working
on quantum mechanics until
5am and is a bit frightened by
the light of day, that was Mark
Eichenlaub. And for all my
efforts, after getting up at 7am
and running back and forth
all day, what did I receive?
$49.44. They paid me mini
mum wage. However, I did
steal a ballpoint from the
HR guy, so not was wasted.
The point: if Numb3rs is go
ing to pay me that imag
ine how much they can rip off
an institution so desperate for
money that it no longer can
afford to provide soap in the
locker rooms.

But I'm not writing simply
to complain. Instead, I want
to take a more active stance
in helping alleviate Caltech's
budget woes, so that in the
future William Shatner will
stop coming by my room ask
ing my advice on whether he
should endorse Viagra and on
whether Lieutenant Uhura has
let her form slip too far.

Like most undergradu-
ates, I'm upset by the 7-Day
Board plan, so I'll deal with

will talk about how we can grow
through difficult experiences in
his exciting workshop, "Sur
viving and Thriving: Growing
Through Hardship" on Thursday,
April 13th

, from noon to 1:00.
Building on her popular pre

sentation last year, Dr. Marcia
Rorty will talk about "How the
Fitness Industry Profits From
Making You Insecure About Your
Body" on Thursday, April 20th

,

from noon to 1:30.
Dr. Ken Herman will speak on

Monday, April 24th from noon to
1:00 on "Your Attention Please:
Understanding Attention Defi
cit Disorder and Concentration
Problems".

Dr. Jackie Miles will present
"Improving Intimacy in Your Re
lationships Through Better Com
munication" on Friday, April 28th

from noon to 1:00.
On Friday, May 5th, psychiatrist

Angela Chang, M.D., will speak
from noon to 1:00 on "Coping
Effectively With Stress." This
presentation will be of use to the
entire Caltech community, and
will be specially tailored towards
Asian-American students.

Local neuropsychologist Kar
en Earnest, Ph.D., will speak on
M()lldlay, May 8th from noon to
1:00 on "Caring for Your Brain:
The Effects of Exercise, Caf
feine, Sleep, and Alcohol."

Dr. Lee Coleman from the
Caltech Counseling Center will
offer an exciting workshop, "Just
One More Level: When Online
Gaming and Gambling Become
Problematic" on Friday, May 12th

from noon to 1:00.
To round out the series, Dr.

Maggie Ateia from the Caltech
Counseling Center will present,
"How to Help a Friend In Need"
on Thursday, May 18th from noon
to 1:00.

We'll have more information
available in the Tech and via di
rectory e-mails prior to each pre
sentation. For more information,
please can Dr. Lee Coleman at
the Caltech Counseling Center at
395-8331.

and fact-based reporting, even
if the Pasadena Star-News did
not. For instance, one would ex
pect something more from CBS,
which ran the story locally soon
after it appeared in the Star
News. Contrary to what the re
port said, nobody was pledging
for Page House, and no one had
on short-shorts when they were
on Mt. Wilson. I also would
question source of the myste
rious and pointless figure of
$3000 dollars that we allegedly
cost the sheriff's department,
perhaps because protecting and
serving is out of the sheriff de
partment's jurisdiction.

But all that misses the big
picture. All these news stories
are ridiculous, sensational non
sense, and the incident may get
more attention than it should by
the time it's all over. From what
I hear, it's already putting pres
sure on upcoming House events.
I would call for a boycott of
Pasadena Star-News, but their
established consumer base of 28
probably isn't worthconvindng
anyway. Fuck the press.

By MASON SMITH

idiots at the same time. The ti
tle of that article, "24 Students
Rescued as Hazing Stunt Goes
Haywire," completely goes
against much of the content of
the article. I'm sure wearing
"Superman capes" and tutus
instead of warm clothing and
not having flashlights would
be a bad idea if I were walking
down Mt. Wilson, but if I were
being hazed, which no one was,
neither my intelligence quotient
nor my common sense would
have anything to do with it. We
were both encouraged and giv
en ample time to put on warm
clothing if we wanted to go on
the mountain, but I suppose lit
tle facts like that aren't as sen
sational.

Maybe I should try writing an
article with blatant, entertain
ing lies so that more people will
read it. Let's try it:

CDS Not a Ripoff.
Avery a Fine, Social House.
I would have thought that a

reasonable news outlet would
have some standard of integrity

the Ice, Make Friends, and Start
a Romantic Relationship." If you
want to learn natural ways to
start conversations, make "small
talk," and connect with attractive
strangers, then attend this fun
and interactive workshop. Don
Gabor, author and conversation
expert who has worked with indi
viduals, organizations and busi
nesses of all sizes since 1980,
will show you the right ways to
approach strangers and break the
ice, remember names and make a
great first impression, use body
language to flirt and create physi
cal chemistry, ask the right kinds
of questions and know what to
say next, ask for a date and end
the conversation on a positive
note, and talk about relationships
on first and second dates. This
dynamic workshop is a must-see,
and copies of his recent book will
be available for sale at the pre
sentation.

Dr. Helena Kopecky of the
Caltech Counseling Center will
present "Understanding and
Overcoming Social Anxiety" on
Friday, March 3rd from noon to
1:00.

On Monday, March 6th
, we're

delighted to have Tim Cunning
ham us from Huntington

disorders labora
be speaking from noon

to :00 on "Snooze Your Way to
Success: How to Improve Your
Sleep Habits."

The director of the counsel
ing center, Dr. Kevin Austin,
will offer his popular workshop,
"Overcoming Procrastination,"
on Thursday March 9th from noon
to 1:00.

Come learn about "The Intro
vert Advantage: How to Thrive
in an Extrovert World" with local
therapist Glenda Corstorphine,
MFCC, on Friday, March 31st

from noon to 1:00.
Dr. Jan Aura will offer a work

shop for female graduate students
on Friday, April 7th from noon to
1:00 entitled, "What Your Pro
fessors Want You To Know, But
May Not Have Told You."

Robert Ritchie, MA, MFCC

By LEE COLEMAN

Work, play, sleep - pick two.
Caltech's unofficial motto, right?
Even though you can't always
have all three, there are ways of
balancing your time more effec
tively and finding more time to
take care of yourself.

To that end, the Caltech Coun
seling Center is pleased to an
nounce this year's psychology
lecture series, entitled "Work,
Play, Sleep: Finding Balance."
This year's lecture series will
feature fifteen dynamic speak
ers, both local and national, of
fering free workshops on various
topics of interest to the student
body. All workshops will be in
Winnett lounge and will begin at
noon. Feel free to bring a lunch
during the presentations. The
format will generally consist of a
presentation followed by time for
your questions and thoughts.

Here's an overview of Febru
ary's workshops, followed by
short blurbs about the ones we'll
offer in coming months. Save
the dates! We'll send directory e
mails with more detail about the
programs after Fel)ru:arv.

Our kickoff lecture will be
Thursday, February 16th from
noon to 1:00. Dr. Rodney Boone,
a local psychotherapist and di
rector of the Cognitive Behavior
Th(~rar)v Center of Southern Cali-

will speak on "When Does
Dedication Become Obsession?".
Techers are serious about their
work, and this dedication usually
pays off. Sometimes, though,
work or routines can take on lives
of their own, even to the point of
leaving little time for anything
else. When does dedication cross
the line into obsession, and when
can routines become unhealthy
or compulsive? Dr. Boone will
discuss how to identify healthy
routines and also unhealthy pat
terns that may reflect obsessive /
compulsive tendencies.

Personal relationships-it's what
real social success is all about!
On Tuesday, February 28th, from
noon to 1:30, nationally known
speaker Don Gabor will present,
"Chatting It Up: How to Break

I'm not too fond of a lot of
news outlets. I'd take an hour of
The Daily Show and the Colbert
Report over CNN or Fox news
any day. At the very least, Com
edy Central acknowledges that
its news is half bullshit. Sadly,
that's more than what can be
said of some news stations and
papers.

Recently, the Pasadena Star
News put out an article about
Mt. Wilson, a Page House tradi
tion where freshman participate
in various safe, pre-approved
events. According to a certain
newspaper, some of my fel
low Pageboys, "internationally
known for their genius-level
IQs," had to be rescued from
Mt. Wilson after getting strand
ed between landslides. One par
ticularly clever deputy noted,
"You've got to remember that
common sense is not factored
into the intelligence quotient".

So, what I really don't under
stand is how us Pageboys are
made out to be both victims of
hazing and mountain-scaling
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By MARK EICHENLAUB

school kids and a crippled old
man with a walker and breath
ing hose en route to her 2:47
performance.

Peter Sadowski completed
a 300m hurdles race in 42.94
seconds, which earned him
fourth place and a big smiley
face sticker. In the 100m, some
guy named Seth Hendrickson,
who I don't really know but
apparently he goes here, ran
11.94s, which is pretty good
considering he didn't have a
speed suit to grab his crotch
for him. Dima Kernasovskiy
ran a personal-best 12.10 and
looked pretty happy to me.
Angela Magee and Tencia Lee
ran 13 or 14 seconds or so for
the women. Also their names
rhyme. Later, Kiesz returned
to action in the 3000m, running
9:46 for second place. When
asked for comment on his race,
he babbled incoherently for
about three minutes and then
dropped ice shavings down my
shorts. The track events ended
with the 4x400m relay. Yezdan
Badrakhan split a 51-second leg
and Ransom Poythress impres
sively ran an entire lap as the
men's team finished in 3:35.

The darker side of track and
field is the "field events", an
odd assortment of competi
tions involving pointy things
flying through the air and
sticking long poles into holes
while sprinting at top speed.
Elette Boyle does some of
these things and high-jumped
lAO meters, which is in met
ric. Zack Higbee pole vaulted
10'6", which is over ten feet.
And then I ate an apple and did
pull-ups at the same time. It
was cool. The team will next
compete at the Pomona-Pitzer
all-comers meet next Saturday.
For results from the meet, see
running.caltech.edu.

Caltech hosted its third an
nual All-Comers track meet
this Saturday. It was the first
meet of the year for the Bea
vers, and the athletes learned
all sorts of interesting lessons.
For example, they learned that
guns make loud noises, banan
as decay beyond recognition
inside of six weeks, CMS has a
lot of people on their team, pop
'ems taste good but disappear
quickly, and it takes a long time
to throw things while grunting.

The ladies got things under
way with a 4x100m relay in
54.90 seconds, which is kinda
"eh", but whatever it was the
first event. The men might
have run one also but I was
too distracted to notice. On to
the mile! Caltech entered ten
athletes in the event, including
Tim Tirrell, who although nor
mally a sprinter who thinks one
lap is a long way, completed the
entire run without stopping, ex
cept maybe for a little bit when
I wasn't watching. Matt Kiesz
took second place in the race
with an impressive 4:32 time,
although he was beaten by
someone whose official name
is "Twerp". Mark Eichenlaub
(hey that's me!) took a break
fromhis normal event, the shot
put, to work on his endurance
and won the second heat of
the mile in 4:34. Katherine
Breeden was sixth among the
women in 5:51.

The next event was prob
ably the hurdles, or something
equally inane. Jeremy Leibs is
pretty good at that stuff but he
just sat under a tent announc
ing stuff all day. Everybody ig
nored him. He did an okay job,
I guess, but he was pretty mean
and didn't even let me make
one announcement, even when
I asked nicely. Helen Tai ran
the 110 hurdles in 15.65. The
previous school record was
15.84 seconds, also by Helen,
so pending ratification from the
proper authorities her mark will
become a newall-time best by
a Caltech athlete. Next on the
track was the 4x200m relay,
an unorthodox event involv
ing batons and speedsuits and
such, which i know very little
about. The women ran 1:57
in that and the men ran 1:35.
Make of it what you will.

The 800 meters is a fun and
painful event which, when run
properly, causes you to col
lapse on your face as you cross
the finish line. Mark Eichen
laub (hey that's me!) sat out
the long jump, in which he is
generally dominant, to give the
800 a go and ran 2:04. In ad
dition to being a near-superhu
man athlete, Eichenlaub is also
shockingly handsome, and one
ofCaltech's most eligible bach
elors. He enjoys long walks
through Throop garden and
smashing himself in the head
with a quantum mechanics
text. He is screening applica
tions for a girlfriend via email
at eichenla@caltech.edu. Gina
Gage led the Beaver onslaught
on female side of mer-
cilessly a lot of

....................................................................................................................................
we:................................................
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What the story glazes over is
that the girl is 16 at the time. In
most states, that's statutory rape
(see www.ageofconsent.com).
Also, try replacing a beautiful
24-year old woman with a dash
ing 24-year old man. People
would be outraged that a man
took advantage of a 16-year old
girl. If the point is to tell an in
spiring story about a girl who
can finally become comfortable
with her vagina, is it necessary to
throw in legal issues and gender
double-standards? For a produc
tion that's already so controver
sial, it doesn't seem wise to turn
off more of your audience than
you have to.

Don't get me wrong-I enjoyed
the monologues, and would see
them again next year. However,
I think Eve Ensler could have
made her point with less contro
versy.

By MARISSA CEVALLOS

sex was either illegal or immoral.
It completely ignored the notion.

Another monologue was about
a girl, who, growing up, had un
fortunate experiences with her
vagina. From her early childhood
when a boy punched her between
her legs to landing crotch-first
into her bedpost, her vagina was
always a source of pain. When
her father's friend raped her-and
then her father shot the friend
she had nothing but horrible as
sociations with her vagina. The
redeeming part of the story is,
years later, when she discovers
a beautiful 24-year old woman
down the street, and is attract
ed to her. She stays over at the
woman's house, and has a night
of sexual pleasure and discov
ery. The message? A girl, horri
fied by her sexual past, becomes
comfortable with herself and her
sexuality.

your date to a speci
at Broad C ........... -

this fine
(Friday, noon)

od, and money for
by us, that is, e

get

On Friday night, we heard an
gry stories, love stories, erotic
stories, and downright horrifying
stories about vaginas. We heard
about women who spent decades
hating their vaginas who grew to
love them. Then we heard stories
of women opening their souls
and pants-to the idea of sexual
expression. We heard that this
was a good thing.

We were also expected to ac
cept that female prostitution and
fornication with minors was a
good thing.

One of the monologues was
told from the point of view of
a female prostitute about how
happy she was about sexually
pleasing other women, especially
listening to their moans. The pur
pose of the monologue was to be
humorous, and it was. But noth
ing about the monologue seemed
to imply that selling yourself for
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Note: This week's minutes are
now published online as well at
donut.caltech.edu under ASCIT
Info, Minutes.

Vickie Pon

Respectfully submitted,

Mmmmmmm, strawberry do
nuts! :-D

Officers:
Lin, Jeremy Wendy Xu

New Officers: [all pres-

V. Donation to ASCIT
An donation was made out to

ASCIT without BoD authoriza
tion. A meeting with Financial
Services later this week will
clarify details. A decision about
what actions to take will be made
by next week's meeting, Feb. 15,
2006.

II. "Insolation" (Installa-
tion) Dinner within next
two weeks)

Congratulations to all the new
ASCIT officers!

To instate the new BoD and
other officers, a dinner will be
planned very soon for the official
switch of powers.

1. donuts (Feb. 8,
2006)

Midnight donuts !!
BoD members for
set up, which begins at 11:15 pm
tonight.

800 donuts and almost 40 gal
lons of milk served outside Chan
dler at 11:59 pm LVIH~UL.

IV. Apache Funding
Matt requested ASCIT funding

for Apache (Feb. 18,2006).
Vote: Funding approved (4Y

ON-IA).

III. iBook for BoC
To convenience the BoC Chair

and Secretary, a request for a lap
top has been made. More details
about pricing will investigated
and presented at the next meet
ing.

ASCIT Board of Directors
Minutes from the Olive Walk
February 8, 2006

Guests: Matt Wierman

Absent

Present:
Acting Officers: Warner

Michelle Wyatt, Todd Gingrich,
Peter Foley,
Dima Kell1a~,ov~;ky,H."",, A QUU,",'.

Meng-Meng

New Officers: Jean Sun, Vickie
Pon, Jonathan Senn, Mon-
tuori, Csilla Felsen,
les, Nathan DOlmellan,
pher Watson, RJ Krom

ea

By CRAIG MONTUORI

terviews
Mallie. Send
your questions
to davidc@its.
caltech.edu by
Tuesday the

of Febru-"
ar , 2006 C.E.

Dean Currie is inter
ested in having a week
1y' non-credit "Explain
ing Caltech's Finances"
seminar for students.

you're
terested, contact
montuori@caltech.edu
with the times and days
you are

California Tech
Caltech 40-58

Pasadena, CA 91125

win what we believe to be
soiled, authentic keychain used· the of
ficial Ricketts- House initiations of 2006,
send your own original captions for one
or more of the above photos to craig@its.
caltech.edu.

Entries will be judged on a rubrick of
heretofor unspecified dimensionality less
than Aleph-2. The winner will be con
tacted via email.


